
Elite Membership



If you’re playing golf at the upper levels, it’s unlikely 

you’re flying solo.


You’ve almost certainly got a coach. Probably a trainer. 

Maybe a nutritionist, a regular physio, even a sports 

psychologist.


Whatever your team looks like, Circles Elite is the focal 

point that all of you can use to optimise your performance.

Optimise your entire team



A different 
approach to data
Shot data isn’t new. The Circles Elite approach is.


Circles Elite is a hub that your entire team uses to 

get better and faster results for you.


It allows everyone to speak the same language and 

is tailored to your needs, which ensures that every 

part of your performance plan works in harmony. 
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Different roles. Same goal.
Everyone in your team plays a different part, but they’re all 
focused on one thing: making you a better golfer. Circles Elite 
helps all of them on their mission.


Your coach can look at your data to identify where your best 
opportunities are, and devise lesson plans accordingly.


At the same time, your trainer can use the data to optimise 
your time in the gym. Meanwhile a sports psychologist can 
see - in real time - the effects your mental game is having.


And all these team members can share findings with each 
other, making all of them more effective.


That’s just one way that Circles Elite can help, how you want 
to use it is up to you and your team. But, you’ll also have some 
extra help...




Circles Elite has been designed by specialists with decades of 
experience at national, U.S. College, and Olympic levels. 


A subscription gives you access to all of their expertise, which 
includes customised plans, monthly reports and much more 
(which you can see in more detail on the next page)


In the past, this kind of thing was out of reach for most golfers. 
Data specialists have simply been too expensive which meant 
only elite pros could afford to have one. 


We’re changing that.

A new member for your team



Circles Elite at a glance

More than software 
Elite subscribers can access a network 
of high performance consultants.

Peak for key events 
Periodization modelling, for your entire 
team, to align with your annual schedule 
and goals.

Aligned accountability 
Helps your entire team push in the 
same direction by being focused on - 
and accountable for - clear goals. 

Monthly summary reports 
These motivate you and your team by 
showing your progress, your projections 
and your best opportunities.

30% faster improvement 
Greater focus and efficiency means 
that every hour of practice is optimised, 
leading to faster results.

Guaranteed improvment 
Follow the structured training for 6 
months and if don't see an improvement 
in your Strokes Gained (total), we’ll 
refund your subscription. 

Monthly KPIs and support meeting 
Every month you get a one-on-one meeting 
with our data specialists who will provide 
extra support to you and your team.

Bespoke 12 month data plan 
We help you and your team team to 
build a development calendar that’s 
tailored specifically to  your goals.



“
“

I love using Circles. The Elite membership 
helps me to improve faster and get closer 

to reaching my dream.

– Ruoning Yin, LPGA Tour Player



Membership comparisons and pricing

Shot entry

Benchmark

USD$19/m USD$74/m USD$330/m

(minimum of 3 months)

Pro

Benchmarks

Trend tracking

AI: Top areas of opportunity

Practice goals

Prediction modeling

Bespoke 12 month plan

Monthly summary reports

Periodization models

Monthly KPIs & support meetings

Guaranteed results

Elite





Will Rowland


will.rowland@drawmorecircles.com

Customer Success Manager
For more details


